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It is remarkable how many pictures we have [...] of informal and spontaneous sociability, of 
breakfasts, picnics, promenades, boating trips, holidays and vacation travel. These urban idylls [...] 
presuppose the cultivation of these pleasures as the highest field of freedom for an enlightened bourgeois 
detached from the official beliefs of his class. In enjoying realistic pictures of his surroundings as a 
spectacle of traffic and changing atmospheres, the cultivated rentier was experiencing in its 
phenomenal aspects that mobility of the environment, the market and of industry to which he owes his 
income and his freedom. [...] As the contexts of bourgeois sociability shifted from community, family 
and church to commercialised or privately improvised forms – the streets, the cafés and resorts – the 
resulting consciousness of individual freedom involved more and more an estrangement from older ties; 
and those imaginative members of the middle class who accepted the norms of freedom, but lacked the 
economic means to attain them, were spiritually torn by a sense of helpless isolation in an anonymous 
indifferent mass.1 

 

Pull open the door to one of Wolfgang Tillmans’s exhibitions, like the recent one at the 

Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago2, and you find yourself literally engulfed by an 

enormous, book-length and building-sized photo-essay. The arrangement of pictures is 

aggressively art directed, with the four edges of the museum’s rectangular walls  — nay, of 

whole rectangular rooms — used to anchor dynamic compositions. Exposed white space 

around and between photographs appears no longer ‘neutral’ but aesthetically activated; 

doorways, windows, even thermostats and fire extinguishers get enlisted as graphic design 

elements. Squint and you can make out mural-sized Mondrians. Laying out one long, 

intricately folded magazine spread, Tillmans could be thought to transform the institutional 

space of the museum into a poetic object, to apotheosise the white-cube gallery into 

something like Mallarmé’s clean white page. But more so, by treating it like a magazine, 

Tillmans is using the museum as a vehicle of mass communication. 

 

Turn the first corner. There are pictures of Patti Smith, the artist Paula Hayes sitting naked 

at a typewriter, the bandmates of Supergrass interacting daftly, and Damon Albarn, the 

singer from Blur, rapturously relaxing his head back in the shower. Celebrity is mass 

communication. Fashion is also. Other pictures feature a radio, a wall of concert speakers 

and people touching and kissing. There’s a reproduction of a fax (‘love Sarah’ handwritten 

in the upper right corner) enlarged to roughly eight feet tall. Affect, optic fibers, electricity 



and signification all zigzag through this vast circuitry, reweaving space and architecture at 

the service of interactive information. With the photos so carefully plotted within a matrix of 

distinctive relations, with precise repetitions and differences articulated through size and 

texture, colour and form, motif and reference, every image becomes subsumed within one 

massive signifying set, a general Tillmans semiotic. The aim seems nothing short of 

constructing a personal pictographic language: 

 
When Troubetskoy reconstructs the phonetic object as a system of variations...when Lévi-Strauss 
discovers the homologic functioning of totemic imagination...they are all doing nothing different from 
what Mondrian, Boulez, or Butor are doing when they articulate a certain object — what will be 
called, precisely, a composition — by the controlled manifestation of little units and certain 
associations of these units.3 
 

There are nearly fifty photographs in this modestly sized room alone, roughly five hundred 

in the Chicago show overall. But even with so many pictures, it would be misleading to 

describe their arrangement as ‘salon-style’. At least in 19th-century Paris, the actual practice 

of the salons was to tile paintings nearly edge-to-edge on the walls until little bare plaster was 

left to ‘activate’. The salon aimed to represent, first and foremost, all of French painting, 

hence the overcrowding. And if, beyond mere space limitations, there was a greater law to 

be perceived within the arrangement, it was the strictly hierarchical ordering of painting’s 

internal system (from lowly still life to the grand machines of history painting) as well as, 

within that hierarchy, what the jury thought were the canvases that best accorded with 

Academic standards. As more and more demanding artists submitted more and more 

canvases, eventually the Academy’s laws and hierarchies were overwhelmed by the horde 

they were supposed to control. ‘The Academic system, in the unprecedented mass of 

painters and paintings it had generated [...] choked its earlier ability to adapt to and 

moderate nuclei of radical art.’4 

 

As told by the husband-and-wife team of sociologist Harrison White and art-historian 

Cynthia White in their book Canvases and Careers, what replaces the Academic system by the 

end of the 19th century is what the authors famously call ‘the dealer-and-critic system’. 

Here, in the more intimate galleries established by the new private dealers, paintings were 

exhibited not in strict accord with their overall Academic rank and as a result of competition 



with one another. Rather, the aim of the new private gallery was to illuminate and 

contextualise the distinctive qualities of each individual artist and piece of art. Even in group 

shows, works in these galleries competed only for the undivided attention and interest of 

paying customers. 

 

As in the salon, Tillmans’s shows often include every genre: still life, landscape, portraiture, 

domestic and street scenes, and, if not history painting, then what replaces it today, 

photojournalism. In Chicago there are even large-scale colour abstractions on display. But 

these genres are paraded not in adherence to some institutionalised hierarchy. Rather, like in 

the private gallery, they are composed by, and thus become a manifestation of, Tillmans’s 

personal sensibility. The order in which the photographs and their subject matter are placed 

demonstrates the poetic malleability of a language, not the immutability of a law. This is an 

order discovered, felt, intended and expressed, not submitted to. ‘I am interested not in 

individual readings,’ Tillmans states, ‘but in constructing networks of images and meanings 

capable of reflecting the complexity of the subject.’5 What is this subject if not Tillmans? 

Each of his shows is a self-portrait, an essay the artist writes, or rather curates or graphically 

designs, about himself. 

 

Lying in wait around the next corner is a labyrinth of roughly twenty long thin tables, each 

decked with various photographs and newspaper and magazine clippings. Portraits of Kate 

Moss and Tony Blair shoulder up against articles on wealth redistribution, nefarious US 

foreign policy and HIV treatment in Africa. If Tillmans is indeed the subject of the show, he 

is nevertheless a capacious and accommodating one, an individual always already opened 

out toward larger communities, a self performed and constructed in dialogue with larger 

systems of exchange. As an artist he not only partakes of every genre, he also subsumes art in 

general within the larger cultural database of reproducible, mobile imagery. As a 

photographer, Tillmans embraces the medium at its most unwieldy and complex, as 

historically entangled with social documentary and journalism, with advertising and fashion, 

as well as with the everyday snapshot culture of personal mementos and private picture 

albums. Thus, while on the one hand each show seems to posit Tillmans as its monolithic 

and unifying author, on the other the artist reveals himself to be dispersed by the viral and 



proliferative photo information in which he traffics. It’s less Tillmans’s private thoughts than 

the chattering of infotainment that seems to provide a nearly audible voiceover for most of 

his shows. (I can’t help but think: didn’t Tillmans also photograph Paula Hayes coupled with 

an equally naked John Currin? And didn’t Currin art direct the CD packaging for the This Is 

Hardcore release by the band Pulp, another famed Tillmans client? Why is Supergrass here 

but no Jarvis? Etc., etc. Gossip is always about contagious circulation, it’s presumed author 

always plural and faceless.) 

 

While the swirl of communication may keep Tillmans decentred, unable to comfortably 

inhabit the apex of his own shows — indeed of his own overall production — the artist is still 

able to exert a large degree of control and inflection. But this is felt less at the centre than at 

the edges. That is, Tillmans asserts himself most aggressively through his highly considered 

curatorial composing, his classifications and taxonomies which result in elegant silhouettes of 

photo clusters drawn across the gallery walls. Composition would seem to transcend — stand 

just outside — the elements it’s imposed on and underwrites. And indeed, when it comes to 

organising his installations, Tillmans is neither casual or absorped, as he often is when taking 

the actual photographs, but rather effects an aesthetic detachment and artfulness. "This is 

what composing, seeing work in compositional terms, means," writes Michael Fried, a 

devotee of absorption. "We distance it...destroy the intimacy it threatens to create...one 

becomes a spectator."6 Granted, Tillmans is a much more romantic composer than, say, 

Mondrian, an expressionist when it comes to information management, his decisions 

dictated not by pure reason or Platonic order but by fluctuations of affect. But all the same, 

he phrases the romantic genius less as a content-provider than as a distribution manager, a 

programmer, an image DJ. Starting with the archive he’s amassed, Tillmans then 

personalises or customises through selection, sequencing, juxtaposition. Exhibited here is 

what Pierre Bourdieu would call ‘taste, the propensity and capacity to appropriate 

(materially or symbolically) classified, classifying objects or practices, [which] is the 

generative formula of lifestyle.’7 What Tillmans flaunts is not a signature style — thought of 

as a sameness belonging to the bodily substance of an artist’s touch and oeuvre as it gets re-

manifested work after work — but rather a signature code, which is more like a perpetually 

upgraded computer operating system, valued for the diversity of objects and sites it can be 



applied to and mapped on, for the number of functions it enables and information it 

accesses, as well as for the ease with which it welcomes recoding. 

 

‘I don’t think in media-specific categories,’ he says. ‘My frame of reference obviously 

includes more than just the 150 years of photographic picture-making.’8 Tillmans doesn’t 

want to be identified as a photographer (that is, he doesn’t want to be pigeonholed, confined 

to a single social role and function). And yet: ‘I have every intention of keeping the 

“photographer” role.’9 That is, he identifies with the viral mobility essential to photographic 

communication, he demands the access granted commercial photographers, photojournalists 

and social documentarians (i.e. ‘members of the media’). Which, of course, is the opposite of 

being pigeonholed. Indeed, mobility is yet another of the many themes on exhibit here. 

Tillmans, who’s known for his involvement in various underground art, fashion and music 

scenes across Europe and beyond, includes pictures of Berlin, London, New York, Puerto 

Rico, Tijuana, etc. There are also photographs taken of, and from, airplanes. Photographs of 

the beach, the countryside, the city. And over and over again, photographs of feet, boots and 

gaggles of freshly laundered socks. 

 

‘I am interested not in individual readings but in constructing networks.’ In the late 1960s, 

only a few years after co-authoring the book about the late 19th-century French art system, 

Harrison White began researching network dynamics. His theory of  ‘vacancy chains’ — 

how people hired into one job often leave behind a former job to be filled by another hire 

and so on — was novel in its approach: rather than assume individuals to be either isolated, 

autonomous units or else reducible to tightly knit groups, White instead focused on loose, 

highly contingent connections and the crucial role they play in social mobility and the 

circulation of and access to resources and opportunities. One of White’s students, Mark 

Granovetter, carried this research further in his theory of ‘the strength of weak ties’, which 

proposes that casual acquaintances are more beneficial than close friends and relatives when 

it comes to acquiring useful information (about job openings, investment tips, potential 

professional contacts, project ideas, hip new restaurants, etc.).10 Recently the weak-tie theory 

has been taken up by Richard Florida in his influential arguments about the new ‘creative 

class’ – i.e. young professionals who, in Florida’s words, ‘share a common ethos that values 



creativity, individuality, difference and merit’, and who ‘work in a wide variety of industries 

– from technology to entertainment, journalism to finance, high-end manufacturing to the 

arts [...] work whose function is to “create meaningful new forms”.’11 According to Florida, 

these young artistic types show a ‘preference for weak ties and quasi-anonymity’, and thus 

gravitate to dense urban neighbourhoods with high residential turnover, shying away from 

‘stable communities characterised by strong ties and commitments.’ Members of the creative 

class are leery of the invasiveness of close, cohesive communities, seeking instead the 

flexibility and freedom to pursue and shape their lives independently, and thus express their 

creativity and individuality. ‘What they look for in communities are abundant high-quality 

experiences, an openness to diversity of all kinds, and, above all else, the opportunity to 

validate their identities as creative people.’12  

 

Ironically, Florida regards his theory of the creative class and its attraction to urban lifestyles 

as largely an affirmation of the continuing importance of geography and place, in contrast to 

what many claim is the increasing migration of social, commercial and financial transactions 

to the abstract netherworld of the internet. And yet the main attributes he lists as distinctive 

of the creative class would seem to apply equally well to online networks and 

cybersocialising, whose participants (think of MySpace) also wade through diverse contacts 

while remaining quasi-anonymous, their sense of anonymity and privacy helping to loosen 

inhibitions and promote exhibitionism and self-expression, the virtual parading of DIY 

celebrity. By granting anonymity, online networking supplies the requisite sense of distance 

or detachment needed to compartmentalise and aestheticise one’s self and social existence. 

More generally, this participatory architecture now ubiquitous among online sites (what’s 

called Web 2.0) re-enforces a leading trait of liberal democracy, wherein high regard for 

democratic process but low expectation for political involvement and trust results in a 

conflicted feelings toward community. Today political discourse retreats behind the 

triumphalism over consumer empowerment and more ‘democratised’ markets and media, 

an egalitarianism of individual lifestyle choices. 

 

*** 

 



Entering into the museum's largest room, now remade into the dense center of the Tillmans 

image galaxy, it’s hard not to draw comparisons with Edward Steichen’s 1955 exhibition 

‘The Family of Man’ at New York’s Museum of Modern Art, a paen to mid-20th century 

liberalism that also added up to roughly five hundred pictures from around the globe, all 

mounted photo-essay style up, down and across the institution’s interior. Like Tillmans, 

Steichen took as his starting point the seeming capacity of photographic image-making and 

communication to reach into every aspect of life; but acting as the museum's director of 

photography, he translated that technical fact into an ideological argument about the 

abstract relatedness of all humanity, thus expressing the institution's supposedly transcendent 

and authoritative viewpoint more than a uniquely individual sensibility. According to 

Steichen’s encyclopedic survey, if one could boil down all photographic imagery from every 

corner of the earth, what would emerge is a single common denominator, an objective 

universal truth. Conveniently, given the US’s emergent internationalist Cold War agenda at 

the time, what was found to be common to all humanity was none other than the bourgeois 

nuclear family. At roughly the same time, André Malraux, similarly adept at acting and 

speaking officially, also chose the word "family" in his essay ‘The Museum without Walls’ to 

describe photography’s unique capacity to uncover universals: 

 
To the question ‘What is a masterpiece?’ neither museums nor reproductions give any definitive 
answers, but they raise the question clearly; and, provisionally, they define the masterpiece not so 
much by comparison with its rivals as with reference to the ‘family’ to which it belongs.14 

 

Since its inception, photography has held out the promise of erecting a vast image bank, of 

not only converting material heterogeneity to a common signifying currency but then also 

systematising the resulting pictorial megastore. Here was foreshadowed a system in 

opposition to that of the salon and museum, one far more inclusive, in which the idea of 

culture expanded beyond the fine arts to subsume all of life. ‘Every conceivable object of 

Nature and Art will soon scale off its surface for us,’ enthused shutterbug Oliver Wendel 

Holmes, and ‘the consequence of this will soon be such an enormous collection of forms that 

they will have to be classified and arranged in vast libraries, as books are now’.15 Even before 

the introduction of multiple prints, when there was only the daguerreotype’s single, unique 

image, photographic proliferation was seen as extending on three basic levels: not only a 

much more rapid production of image-documents, as well as greater participation in 



production because of the negligible artistic skill required, but also the ability of each 

photographic document to harbour an overwhelming surplus of detail. And in turn this 

immense generative power quickly gave rise to speculation over how to manage the 

subsequent overproduction. Here, too, three trajectories can be traced: there were the social 

issues involved in photography’s egalitarianism, its easy use; there were the institutional 

problems of how to organise all the documents photographically spawned; and there were 

the empirical or aesthetic questions raised by the excessive information in the images, how 

they should be viewed or inspected. Photographs were often accused of accumulating ‘a 

detail and precision [...] more nimble than we need,’ as Lady Eastlake, a famous early critic, 

put it, but even she still praised the new invention for how it ‘unites men of the most diverse 

lives, habits, and stations, so that whoever enters its ranks finds himself in a kind of 

republic.’16 Governing this unwieldy new republic was a task undertaken at every level, from 

state archives down to individual photo albums. And so it remains today, from the storage 

vaults of our museums to the file cabinets of Homeland Security to the document folders on 

our personal computers, our DVRs and our iPods. 

 

But something’s changed. In the past, organising this vast information was imagined in terms 

of strong ties, of great common languages and ideological unities. This was the early dream 

of the museum, and the university as well, both 19th-century institutions representing the 

nation-state and devoted to the project of comprehensive knowledge, at once positive and 

unified, in which all data would collate and cross-reference, assimilate into categories that in 

turn yield to higher categories, all the way up to the summit of pyramidal knowledge. Today, 

however, with knowledge replaced by information as the dominant paradigm and the 

nation-state eroded by globalization, ideologies of common essence are outpaced by an 

ideology of individual choice, and photography and all other forms of communication 

become primarily valued for making available not common bonds but endless weak ties. 

Archives that once were mined by scholars and converted into libraries now await uploading 

into databases and commercial mega info-inventories. Mobility rather than totality is now 

the goal, the point being that all documents should not add up so much as circulate, 

communicate and interface. Strictly articulated disciplines give way to interdisciplinarity, 

and classifications open themselves to networks. 



 

This is the new model that the museum must now conform to, what could be called the 

communicational or network model. The museum must adapt to the demand that it serve 

communication, but it does this not at the exclusion of former functions, such as judgment 

and education, or rather canonisation and cultural representation. These still coexist with 

communication, but their heyday is past. Canon formation is ideally a democratic process 

undertaken by critics as public citizens who approach the museum as constituting the 

national culture. Canon formation gives rise to and is undermined by canon critique, which 

parallels the rivalling of museums by the salon des refusés and private galleries, then by avant-

garde internationals, artists’ clubs and alternative spaces. Canon critique also parallels the 

increasing social estrangement of the critic, who attacks standing representations of cultural 

consensus as historically conditioned and temporary, and in doing so claims an ideological 

position that projects its own future inhabited by a more ideal constituency and consensus.  

 

Of course, the formation and criticising of canons go together dialectically. But the 

communicational model marks a radical break. Today there is no canon to form or reform, 

no grand historical project to advance, supposedly no more oppositional ideologies; global 

capitalism eclipses not only the nation-state but its whole attendant category of culture, and 

technological advances allow for more products to bypass any moment of public debut and 

debate and instead be delivered directly to isolated moments of private consumption. Under 

these circumstances, the museum exerts political muscle less over questions of value and 

representation, over what transcends and what enfranchises, than over questions of access, 

what circulates. Its mission is less to institutionalise hierarchies and discriminations than to 

regulate media platforms and delivery systems and the individuals that might gain use or 

entrée to them. Here images (of art, of culture, of the people, the nation) are superseded by 

connections: the playlist, the mash-up, the remix, the rolodex, the touchpad. Under the 

communicational model, culture is not evaluated and enshrined but licensed and distributed; 

it doesn’t belong to society; it is informational and belongs to networks of consumers. (Just 

ask Marc Pachter, director of the National Portrait Gallery in Washington, DC. ‘You can 

choose your portal,’ he recently gushed about museum renovations, ‘you can mix and match 

as you want.’17) 



 

This is the museum as database. It’s a familiar phenomenon today, now that ‘the canon 

appears less a barricade to storm than a ruin to pick through,’ as Hal Foster has observed.18 

Similarly, the walls of the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, or any other museum 

for that matter, no longer stand for public consensus or official canon. Nor do they facilitate 

purely private contemplation, manifesting a purely aesthetic realm of perception. What they 

do is advertise themselves — as distinctive platforms, benevolent hosts helping make possible 

our most cherished experiences, providing privileged access to not just art but culture and 

lifestyle generally. They facilitate not national identity or signature style but rather individual 

programming, signature code. By taking over the curator’s role and in effect making these 

walls his own, Tillmans has garnered applause for preempting the museum from folding his 

pictures into an official version of cultural hegemony. But he ‘intervenes’ in the museum 

largely by privatising it, and this at a time when the museum asks to be treated foremost as 

an object or database of private consumption. Indeed, Tillmans’s gesture is impressively 

ambitious, but aggressive acts of cultural privatization are now de rigeur, as more and more 

private collectors open their own museum-like exhibition sites ‘to show off their holdings and 

assert their aesthetic views’, as The New York Times reports, ‘often subsidised by enviable tax 

benefits’.19 The recoding of once ‘official’ collections into consumer databases, into so many 

supposedly open-ended opportunities to craft personal statements, effectively defuses any 

potential public debate that could erupt to challenge the museum’s decisions and antagonise 

its representations, perhaps even distill counter-hegemonies. It’s not that all of Tillmans’s 

photographs participate equally in this: his images of dance club throngs, especially the 

earliest ones, are some of the least arch and precious in his oeuvre, and suggest a solidarity, 

both in form and content, that complements rather than opposes urban mobility and 

anonymity, thus pointing toward a reconciliation between community and diversity. 

Surprisingly, the same can be said for his most recent large-scale abstractions (as I’ve argued 

elsewhere).20 But too often in his shows Tillmans, despite his professed concern for solidarity, 

runs the risk of making the public institution look like his personal address book, a page out 

of MySpace not Mallarmé. It’s certainly not just him: the frequent evoking of ‘community’ 

by artists is too often only a euphemism for the reduction of social life down to an impressive 

list of connections and a distinctive set of compartmentalized lifestyle interests, so much 



aestheticised networking. With the overthrow of the canon, official museum practice today 

shifts from aesthetic autonomy to the autonomy of individual consumer choice, and from an 

internal system of art to an internalisation of cultural relations within the seemingly personal 

systems of lifestyle. Tillmans’s adventures in such a communicational universe, though epic 

in scale, seem pretty much the norm: boundlessly acquisitive and largely self-centered. 
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